Make
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Make data-driven
decisions
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accelerate
innovation
accelerate innovation
Unlock hidden
insights and bring
life to science
Make decisions with speed
and certainty across the
development lifecycle with
the Cortellis suite of life
science intelligence solutions.

Discovery & preclinical
development

Clinical development
& regulatory strategy

Portfolio strategy
& business development

Generics
development

Have confidence and make
data-driven decisions
Applying a unique depth, breadth and quality of data
that is enriched with deep domain knowledge, industry
understanding and therapeutic expertise, Cortellis is
an indispensable part of your workflow – and provides
precise, actionable answers to your specific questions.
Robust data

70K+

200K+

560K+

500K+

~50%

25+

pipeline products, 340K+ clinical trials,
95K+ deals, 175K+ company profiles

drugs and biologics across
all phases of development

regulatory reference documents
spanning 80 countries

terms mapped to
third-party ontologies

Expert team

650+

professionals spanning all
aspects of drug development

areas of science/
research specialization

with master’s-level degrees;
15% with PhDs

Therapeutic expertise

For example:

2,600+
covered
diseases

Oncology

Immunology

Vaccines

Rheumatology

Endocrinology

Cardiovascular

Respiratory

30+
therapeutic
areas

CNS

Gain greater interoperability, connectivity and collaboration
Enhance communication and collaboration across your teams through easy access to
enhanced data visualizations, the ability to drill down and/or across data sets, and advanced
analytics – all powered by the Cortellis Cloud, an integrated, scalable technology platform
that serves as a single point of access for all Cortellis users.

Millions of data points, 1,000s of harmonized sources
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Leading
ontologies
1 unified technology platform | 12 APIs

Data-driven
insights and
predictive analytics

On-demand,
enterprise-wide
R&D intelligence

Integrated with
your data

Better patient outcomes

Accelerate life sciences innovation
From early-stage start-ups to the world’s largest biopharmas,
from universities and government entities to drug research
and medical device companies, Cortellis accelerates life
sciences innovation no matter where it originates.

Pharma/biotech

Generics

Medical device

Academia

Government

CROs

Cortellis has supported:

91%

of companies achieving
breakthrough status

80% 7/10
of U.S. NME
filers

fastest growing
generics companies

70%

of the world’s top
out-licensers

FDA and
other regulators

One partner. Infinite possibilities.
Access Cortellis to enable precise, actionable answers to your specific questions across the
R&D lifecycle – from discovery and clinical development through regulatory submission and
commercialization. Whether you’re enhancing target selection, stratifying patients and
prioritizing indications or need to understand the regulatory landscape, navigate competitive
threats and optimize business development decisions, only Cortellis delivers the insights
needed to accelerate innovation with confidence.

Solutions across the entire
development lifecycle

Precise, actionable
intelligence

Deep expertise to
augment your teams

Advanced analytics,
tools and technologies

"The quality, accuracy
and depth of information
creates a total picture on
which I can wholly rely."
Principal, top 50 CRO
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Contact a representative to learn how Cortellis can
accelerate innovation for your organization, or visit
clarivate.com/cortellis

clarivate.com/cortellis
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